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BBC CO2 spin fails honesty test 
The BBC’s latest delirious religious cant* about the dangers of the “unprecedented” rise of levels of the trace gas CO2 to 0.04% (dramatically termed 
FOUR HUNDRED parts per million) mark a new high in their dereliction of duty to inform the public in a balanced factual manner and (i) explain the 
real dangers of the undeniably now cooling world climate and (ii) expose the state-sponsored theft from consumers (25% price hikes) in ‘green’ surcharges 
by electricity companies and Government in the name of fighting ‘Global Warming’. * http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-22486153  

FACTS THE BBC COVERS UP 
1. There is no observational evidence in real data in the real world that increases in CO2 drive increases in world temperatures (The opposite is the case) 

and Sir John Beddington the Govt Scientific adviser has FAILED to meet the challenge to provide such evidence (WeatherAction TV http://bit.ly/13nAgj6)   
The BBC should say: NO EFFECT x MORE CO2 = NO EFFECT  

2. CO2 levels have probably exceeded these 0.04% levels in past centuries and millennia but CO2 ‘spikes’ diffuse in ice and get lost in ice-core measures. Land and 
Sea life did not suffer any set-backs – they boomed – in Jurassic and Devonian times - and before, when CO2 was 6x and 12x present - and more. 

3. All the deluded warmist scares from the BBC, MetOffice, data-fiddling deceitful academics and the UN issued from around 2000 have failed and fiddle-corrected 
honest temperature data now shows there probably has been no real measurable warming since the peak of 1935-40. 

4. The real danger facing the world is the developing Mini Ice Age and its trends predicted by WeatherAction – wet summers, cold winters, late Springs, massive 
hailstorms, extreme thunderstorms and tornadoes – and consequent crop failure, rise in food and energy prices, famines, hypothermia and deep economic crisis.  

5. The BBC-MetO-UN warmist religion points the world in the wrong direction. CO2 can predict nothing while WeatherAction Solar approach predicts successfully. 
The BBC should say: THE WORLD MUST PREPARE FOR MINI ICE AGE CATASTROPHES 

   


